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Buenos Aires, a city with 100 boroughs, a vain city undressed by the lens 
of a photographer. These pictures by Dennis Letbetter reveal the pulse of 
Buenos Aires through three key elements: its buildings and streets, 
its trees and the pace of its people. The photographer’s eye unveils a city 
that is resisting, with its once noble buildings and cobblestone streets 
surviving against the advance of modernity. The city’s worn out facades 
give a glimpse of this resistance through their signs, designs … and 
scars. The trees raise their now weak arms to the sky, while their branch-
es and leaves paint distant memories in brighter and darker shades; 
memories of innumerable couples in love, kissing passionately under 
their crowns. Trees of Buenos Aires: Palo Borracho (silk floss tree; Chori-
sia speciosa), Tipas (Tipuana tipu), Lapachos (Tabebuia avellanedae) and 
Jacarandaes (Jacaranda mimosifolia), among many others. They are  
silent witnesses of the city’s heartbeat, observing its people walking 
about the city’s streets, paths and public spaces. People who move 
around as if they were at home. They own Buenos Aires. Dennis’ camera 
shows how the past and the soul of the city merge with its present … 
fighting back. Those of us who have grown up in these streets, sheltered 
by its trees, admiring its buildings, balconies and flowers, see through 
Dennis’ images our city’s battle and its resistance. We are shown the 
scars gained in the battle against change, like marks in a mature body. 
The photographer, as a witness of this struggle, has imprinted in his 
images the will of a city to keep being what it was, just Buenos Aires.

Margarita Gordyn & Emilio H. Satorre, 2014 
translated by Wanda Tejada

Buenos Aires la de los 100 barrios, la vanidosa. Buenos Aires desnudada 
por los ojos de un fotógrafo. Estas fotos de Dennis Letbetter muestran 
el latido de Buenos Aires a través de tres elementos clave de la ciudad: 
Sus edificios y calles, sus árboles y el andar de su gente. Vemos desde el 
ojo del fotógrafo la ciudad que resiste. Sus nobles edificios y sus calles 
empedradas sobreviviendo al avance de la modernidad. Los frentes 
gastados hablando a través de sus carteles, pinturas… y cicatrices. Los 
árboles, que levantan sus brazos ya débiles al cielo, con sus ramas y 
sus hojas dibujando sombras y luces de sus recuerdos. De aquel recu-
erdo cómplice de un abrazo apasionado, de tantas parejas enamoradas 
besándose a sus pies.  Árboles de Buenos Aires, el Palo Borracho (Cho-
risia speciosa), las Tipas (Tipuana tipu), sus Lapachos (Tabebuia avel-
lanedae) y Jacarandaes (Jacaranda mimosifolia) entre tantos otros… 
testigos del latir de la ciudad y de su gente. Gente de Buenos Aires, que 
disfruta andar por sus calles, de usar sus calles y espacios, gente públi-
ca… que se mueve por sus calles como dentro de su casa. Dueños de 
Buenos Aires. Vemos a través de la cámara de Dennis como se integra 
el pasado, el alma de la ciudad con su presente…resistiendo. Los que 
hemos crecido en sus calles, los que nos hemos cobijado bajo sus árbo-
les, los que admiramos sus edificios, sus balcones y sus flores vemos 
la pelea de nuestra ciudad, su resistencia, en las imágenes de Dennis. 
Vemos quien ve, las cicatrices del cuerpo maduro, los gestos que dela-
tan una historia que enfrenta el cambio. El ojo del fotógrafo fue testigo y 
dejo grabado el clamor de esta ciudad por seguir siendo, tan sólo Bue-
nos Aires.

Margarita Gordyn & Emilio H. Satorre, 2014



Eyes are Selective, Cameras are not

Does “Buenos Aires” exist? Does any city? People love New York, 
Tokyo, Paris, Tehran, Berlin, London from a past when they lived or visit-
ed there, or as imagined possible future settings for urban adventures or 
places to live. But every new encounter occurs through a cloud of con-
fused preconceptions with which our present experience seeks to find 
its fit. When in Buenos Aires, I am comparing my quotidian experience 
there with either cultured or imagined ideas of “Buenos Aires”, 
all of which are blinding. Rather than looking at what I see, I look for 
what I expect, making photographing the city nearly impossible.  
A pure, an innocent eye does not exist. 

I have an impression of the city before I arrive. Even if my eye is not 
fogged by Borges, tango, sensual milonga strains, or tour books, I arrive 
with preconceptions based on poorly comprehended history or notions 
of South America or colonialism, or the presumed clarity of indigenous 
peoples, or simply from the music evoked by the syllables “Bue-nos 
Ai-res”. I am constantly fighting or measuring my anticipations against 
reality. Even living in a city does not free me from this blindness or bring 
fixedness between the idea, the expectation, and the reality.  When I 
walk out from my San Francisco home of 30 years, I don’t know more, 
today, about my neighborhood – the touristic Haight – than someone 
who just arrived from Sweden.

It matters little if I encounter a foreign city without either language or 
proper introduction. Trying with a camera simply to see, I am not con-
cerned with humanity, nor personal or potential human encounters. 
I am looking at spaces, buildings; the ones we have created to live and 
work in. I want to do the place justice – not from a chamber of com-
merce point of view, but to be kindly and fair and accepting of what’s 
there. There is no notion of criticisms or solutions, but a response, pho-
tographically, to what intrigues my eye. I trust myself compositionally, 
though not as a corrective, or an admonishment, as an urban planner 
might do. But how do I disentangle what I actually see, in my first view-
ing, from what I expect and look for, or my way of seeing from other 
ways? Is mine an original vision or a received one from all I know of the 
history of visual arts? There is no such a thing as simple observing, or 
a naïve vision; it is always top loaded. 

Joseph Nicéphore Niépce, 1826 or 1827View from the Window at Le Gras



Photographing cities invites walking, which in itself is a perfect gift: 
perambulating, strolling, listening, being a flaneur, window shopping, 
getting lost, discovering unheralded neighborhood cafes and then turn-
ing a corner to discover a fleeting light, falling just so. (Perhaps that is all 
too Baudelairian.) But photography is so very obviously about light that 
I can find myself resisting its more seductive aspects, almost as though 
to embrace them too heartily contains a betrayal of unpolished photo-
graphic truth. 

I have a desire to strip away to essentials, towards an unvarnished truth 
without the sugar coating of soft focus or, in portraits, the easy mask 
provided by a smile, makeup or retouching. So my approach is to work 
from nothing to something, from the bare to the scantily and then per-
haps the fully adorned, if it gets that far, but always avoiding ornamen-
tation for its own sake. My starting point must be something simple, but 
then allowing accretions which may bring a beauty in themselves: 

What I call ‘crystallization’ is the operation of the mind that draws from 
all that presents itself the discovery that the loved object has some new 
perfections.
Stendhal

Nonetheless my tendency is towards the pure, the source, the un-
adorned, the unexpected, the unadvertised, perhaps a desire to create 
only essential images in a world where there are too many inessential 
images. Cage would have us listen to the sounds constantly surrounding 
us, the great cacaphonic symphony of the world, the sounds in the spac-
es between the composed notes, leading us to be aware of unnecessary, 
enervating noise, hopefully inspiring us to create a quieter world.

A flaw in western society is in trying to make virtually everything in the 
world conquerable, kind, if not actually less dangerous. The essence of 
the bear is not altered by our attempts to repackage it as approachable. 
(Grizzly Man, Herzog, 2005). In presenting it so, we lose texture, depth 
and bliss; everything becomes commodified. Surely the wild jungle ele-
phant is more impressive and noble than the decorated variety?

I do not want to delude, mislead, or to seduce, though likely that is a 
vain ambition in that images engage. Even attempts to celebrate banal-
ity, as with Sultan and Mandel (Evidence, Clatworthy Colorvues, 1977), 
ultimately fail. Anything can be fetishized and heralded, even a urinal. 
(Fountain, Duchamp, 1917).

Besides, purity and authenticity are too easily conflated. Bach did not 
compose ornament, but it is believed that his works were performed 
with great ornamentation. What comes down to us is the honorable core 
of the score, which is most often too reverently observed, while Bach 
may have been tending towards something less ‘pure’ that did not need 
to be settled on at the point of composition. 

I want things to be recognized for what they are purely and of them-
selves, while not being confined by purity. I am not advocating for 
unpainted wooden houses with perhaps only the occasional red door, 
but for retaining the essential and the true – but, back to my starting 
point, the challenge of photographing a city is that one arrives with a fog 
of preconceptions in a place that has complexities and realities beyond 
one’s imagination and comprehension. How can I presume to find the 
essence of anything under such circumstances, to show up in a city with 
a camera and imagine I can expose a truth?

My tendency to use black and white film over color betrays my inter-
est in cutting away the extraneous. Yet I am fond of lavishly decorated 
Christmas trees and houses during the holidays and runway shows with 
fashionable mannequins. Adornment needs to be a conscious choice 
to render it special, to have meaning. I have a preference for Bach over 
Paganini. More Robert Bresson than Fellini. But then perhaps more 
Baudelaire than Robbe-Grillet. People do not want an encyclopedic, neu-
tral representation of how a city is, even if that were possible to capture. 
They want a voice, a point, a statement from an artist – a wildflower in 
the desert. 

Formalism is both a desire for an order and a recognition of that desire. 
Entropy is only one feature of nature and thermodynamics. There is ex-
quisite order in plant and animal forms, in molecular physics, in astron-
omy. There is order in a garden but comfortably and impossibly never to 
a Sol Lewitt or Last Year at Marienbad (Alain Resnais, 1961) magnitude 
of sterility. We seem to relish order with the beautiful random incursion 
of the wild, and the unexpectedly lyrical. We look for the out of place 
fallen leaf or unruly vine, almost as a consolation, order being at once a 
tyranny and a consolation. We simultaneously yearn for and rail against 
it. There is purity and calm in Pärt, in Feldman. Not a vacuous empti-
ness, but more of an amiable pointing towards a divine and eloquent 
emptiness. There is Sugimoto, Palladio, Rothko and Agnes Martin. 
Order, purity and silence are all voices.



Architecture establishes order, separates space offers us protection from 
the elements, from danger, gives us privacy. Privacy and silence allow us 
time and space to contemplate, to consider, to create. The voice of the 
artist is only made available from the protected space of starting from 
nothing and giving something. A work of art needs to offer space for the 
observer, the listener; an access to a part of ourselves made more readi-
ly available through the artwork.  

We all, apart from Roland Barthes, (Camera Lucida, Reflections on Pho-
tography, Hill and Wang, 1981, page 86) know what the first photograph 
was and when it was taken, but what should the first photograph be? Is 
it yet to be taken? Of all the arts, photography should not be beholden 
to firsts just because it is technologically sober. Our insistence on con-
flating the first actual photograph with aesthetics weakens photography 
as an art form, making of it always something technical. How available 
to aesthetic intention was the first photograph? Are we meant now to 
embrace it as a composition? It presages the acceptance that Winogrand 
might wish we would bring to his images. Art may be aesthetically 
beholden to the very first pictographs or cave paintings, but we should 
choose a first photograph. 

Dennis Letbetter
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Jorge Luis Borges

The original is unfaithful 
to the translation.


